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You're going back to the spy thriller (I was reminded of TRIPLE at times). Why not? 


The Cold War is a greatly-used setting, but, now that it's fading into history, there's 


no reason not to go back to it with a fresh approach. From this point of view, I think 


your story has two strengths you can build on: 


• 	 I like the overall shape. Complex relationships develop between five young people, 


who later meet in a dramatic confrontation with high stakes. These youngsters, 


influenced by the rather naIve idealism of the Thirties, are quick-baked by WW2. 


They harden and mature too fast for their own good. In 1958, they're an 


uncomfortable mixture (with the possible exception of Luke, whose discomfort stems 


from amnesia) of residual idealism, cynicism, a sense of wrong tumings taken yet 


determination to persevere... By showing how such potentially fascinating characters 


relate to the Cold War - what the stakes mean to them personally - I think you might 


succeed where many others have fallen down, in making a spy thriller set in the Cold 


War really come alive. The Cold War isn't cold for these characters. 


• 	 With the Space Race, you've got the sexiest aspect of the Cold War. You might make 


more of it. Like PG, I think you need more dramatic action at Cape Canaveral. (Think 


of a screen version of the book). And I think space and rocketry need to trigger strong 


feelings in the characters. Elspeth might love sputniks and hate Explorer, made by 


her boss, the Nazi von Braun. Luke might, at some point, realize (with a shock, 


perhaps) how ardently he desires a successful lift-off at Cape Canaveral. 


Though I like the overall shape of the story, I think there's a problem. Gigi asked me 


what the story was about, and, after I gave her a resume, said it sounded like a book for 


men. The fact is that this would be your first novel without a major sympathetic female 


character. You may mean it to be like this; otherwise, Tara needs building into such a 


character. I'd go along with PG in making her more of a goodie. 


I also felt the early intertwining relationships of the five needed some work. They are 


vitally important to everything that will make the novel more than just another thriller. 


Here, for what they're worth, are a few comments and suggestions: 


TARA: 

(9 The three men might want her from the start, including Bernie. (Anthony would feel 

all the more possessive and threatened, Elspeth would hate Tara for stealing the 
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limelight, Bernie would start planning to marry Tara.) 

The delicate balance with Tara seems to me to lie in avoiding her slipping too far into 

a wicked witch role (she's dark, Jewish, sexually potent, and she mixes brews that 

deprive men of their senses). I wouldn't want you to take any of this away from her, but 

you have to show what a decent person she is on the inside. 

She has very generous ambitions at first. Don't let these become pure personal 

ambition. Her research should have an important humanitarian aspect, even if she 

realistically accepts CIA funding. (So the breakthrough in her research AI suggests might 

mean fresh insights into brain disorders, at the same time as kudos for Tara). As for the 

dope she lets Anthony use on Luke, I suggest she deliberately supplies a less potent brew 

than some she has in her cauldrons. Or, p. 24, when she goes over to Luke's side, she 

might give him an antidote (possibly of slow and/or uncertain action). 

Tara's story hinges on that terrible misunderstanding, engineered by Anthony, in '43. 

From there on she goes the wrong way. You might show her tragically aware of this, 

realizing she missed her footing in life, and not believing it's possible to make things 

come right (this might account for her being sometimes rather mean, to Bernie for 

example). Then it would be all the more dramatic when events bring Luke back and the 

misunderstandings are cleared up. Her feelings could yoyo between joy at the idea of a 

new beginning, fear that the intelligence world is too nasty to let it happen, and 

determination to fight off the bastards and gain a fresh chance for her and Luke. I'd 

rather see her in Luke's arms at the end, than Elspeth's corpse. 

LUKE: 

He's a touch too man-in-the-white-hat for me. You don't bring out any thoughts, 

inner struggle, he might have had when his friends at MIT were leaning to the Left. 

What, in his personal background and observation of the world, led him to be an anti- or 

at least non-communist? How tempted was he by the other side? 

The real importance of this is in '58 when his memory's wiped. Memories that are like 

stepping-stones on the path that led him to manhood, with confirmed opinions and 

motives, are lacking, even though he has the gut feelings that go with them. He can 

handle himself as an agent, but how much and why does he care about beating the 

Soviets, ensuring Explorer's success? At the same time, he has to re-appraise his feelings 

for Anthony, Elspeth, Tara, Bernie. 
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Ai's right that Luke should change drives at the geophysics conference, from finding 

out who he is to fighting Anthony whom he suspects of having manipulated him, and 

that he'd be more interesting feigning amnesia while following a hidden purpose. I 

suggest this might be made harder for Luke by confusion on the emotional side, which, 

after all, has to fuel that hidden purpose. He might, for example, be shaken on a couple 

of occasions by unbidden memories that create anew in him his deeper feelings and 

motives, the reasons he's the man he is. (These may be, physiologically, the result of 

Tara not having supplied utterly lethal dope, or of her having given him an antidote; they 

maybe sparked off by Tara or Bernie's revelations). 

@ So Luke might piece himself together as he fights, discovering stronger and stronger 

motives for fighting as he does so. In losing his memory, he learns the truth about his 

life. (I realize this may be your intention, but it doesn't really come across in the outline.) 

ELSPETH: 

One mean, unswerving lady. Such a character's motives may go over the edge into the 

nutty. I found myself thinking of her as a castrator (the hysterectomy, the desire to blow 

up the rocket). In common with Anthony, I suggest she may have an overbearing father. 

You might show her to be the sort of person who takes on an idea then can't adapt to 

changing circumstances. To exacerbate her motivation re the Explorer programme, she 

might feel surrounded on all sides by Nazis (in real life, the CIA put up a smoke screen 

around von Braun and his hundred or so German colleagues at Huntsville, who were all 

Nazis). (If you did this, though, you'd have the problem of how Luke relates to them). 

GJ Of course, the Soviets have their teeth into her. I agree with AI that both she and 

Anthony should have some Soviet pension scheme to look forward to. 

ANTHONY: 

I didn't quite get when he broke off with Tara, and how it was he kept wanting her 

back but didn't seem to do anything about it. You supply a clue when Tara speculates 

he's happier carrying a torch for her. I think he might be scared of her sexuality. 

Anthony's a case of the officer's son syndrome. You mayor may not have meant this, 

but I read him as a latent homosexual. He hangs on desperately to the idea of Tara .../ 

because he can't face the truth, which is that he loves Luke. 

This is good because it makes Anthony subtle and believable. If you use it overtly, it 

might come into conflicting feelings in A's mind when he sits down with his pistol to 
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wait for Luke. He might react violently to the sudden realization that he loves Luke (I'm 

no faggot.~, and this might cause him to want to eliminate Luke. 

Apart from this, Anthony is innerly the opposite of his smart, successful outside; he's 

unhappy, guilty, worldweary, and no doubt under crushing Soviet pressure. Even more 

than Elspeth, he must be desperate for the comfortable way out Nik is offering for after 

the rocket blows up. 

BERNIE: 

G) Planting in '41 that he intends to marry Tara will help to make the marriage more 

plausible. I suggest you use the fact they're both Jewish to motivate them, too. Tara feels 

guilty about the abortion and deeply unhappy about losing Luke, it seems for good; 

maybe a marriage to a likeable Jewish boy is the right way to atone for the past, and, 

incidentally, please that poor, hard-working mother of hers in Dallas. 

These are insufficient reasons for a marriage, and it doesn't work out. All at sea, Tara 

is mean to Bernie. He goes on wanting her. 

I suggest Bernie may feel grateful to Luke for having pulled him out of Communism. 

Budapest in '56 may have finally convinced Bernie that it was the wrong side. He might 

explain this to memoryless Luke, giving him a quick lowdown on how it was possible to 

believe in Communism in '38, but impossible twenty years on. Bernie may be more 

useful in this kind of function than as an actor in the thriller plot. 

THE FLASHBACKS : 

I thought they worked. You create a question in a character's words or behaviour, 

then answer it in the flashback. However, it is rather systematic, and taking Al's advice 

for some of the major flashbacks would vary the way they're brought in. 

THE 3-DAY THRILLER PLOT: 


Al's breakdown into three acts seems very astute. Certainly, in the outline, Luke loses 


interest for us after he learns his identity. He seems rather passive. 

I suggest (great help!) the action moves to Cape Canaveral sooner, and that Luke is 

involved in high-tension struggles. Perhaps he should fail to bump Nik off in Huntsville, 

so you then have a very tough Sov in Cape Canaveral (let in by Elspeth). 

I didn't like Luke succeeding in changing the rocket code two-thirds of the way 

through. The last day felt like an anti-climax, especially as we have - yet again a 
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document that has to be got at. Somehow Elspeth, Anthony, and Nik have to stop Luke 

getting a message to von Braun; or they destroy the document (nO 1); or they have some 

other devilry in their bag of tricks. 


